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I, INTHODUCTION

The fact that genes are the primary units responsible
for the transmission of heritable characters has led gene·
ticists to study gene distribution, It is not unbelievable
that the pressures of environmental factors like mutation,
selection, migration and many others, would likely change
the genotypic make up of a certain population. Any change

· that ocours consistently in every generation over a long
period of time should gradually change the gene frequencies
in a population, This is the simplest way of defining
evolution, a sequence of changes in the genes,

having appropriate population models and assumptions,
and by application of probability theories, it is always
possible, in the changing states in a population, to de-
termine the transition probabilities. But this is not
enough to give us a good knowledge of gene distribution,
Previous workers and workers of today in this field have
the ultimate aim of finding the probability distribution
of the genes. This problem has been solved in principle
when genetics became an example of stcchastic processes,
in which wright's diffusion theory (14) and earlier,

the work of Fisher (6,7), Kolmogorov (9) play a central
role, There remains, however, the task of building
reasonably adequate models to explain population behaviour,
for which the solutions are tractdble,
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The objectives of this study, through the aid of
8

existing theories in genetics and probahility and review

of previous results are (i) to establish the transition

prebabilities for the possible states in the populatien
(

from time t to time t+l for a particular model, (ii) to

obtain expectations of the change of a preperly defined

variable for the possible states in the pepulation,

(iii) to verify the applicability of the diffusien approxi-

mation as used by Watterson (13), and lastly (iv) to find

the probability distribution of gene using the diffusion

equation (or Fokker-Planck equation) studied extensively

by Feller (4) and whose various forms of solutions were

discussed by Bharucha-Reid_(2), Kimura (8), Li (10),

heran (11,12), Watterson (l3)• end Wright (14).

In this thesis, we consider one particular popu-

latien model the study of which has not been done before.

Here, we are dealing with sex-linked factors rather than

autesomal which previous workers have dealt with. The

influences of the environment on the population are

mutation, selection, random mating, and overlapping

generations. For brief descriptions and definitions of

these concepts, we use those given by Moran (ll).

The genetic factor is of the simplest type. It

ie controlled by a single lecus on a choromosome, at

which either of two alleles "a** er “A*' can occur. The
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individuals are dioecious, that is either male or female.

Since we are dealing with sex-linked genes (genes located

on sex chromosomes), the genotypes for the males are hap-

loid, that is either ”a" or "A" and for the females, they

are diploid and either 'ea“, ”Aa“ or ”AA”. A mutation is

a rare instantaneoue transition from one gene into its

allele, say e»—>A or A—a·a. We assume that mutation

cccurs only among gametee produced by an individual, sc

that its own genotype remains unchanged throughout its

life. Selection is the term.used to describe variation

in the average numbers of offspring produced by the

different genotypee• This variation can be caused either

directly, by varying the numbers of gametes produced per

genotypes, or indirectly, by varying the life expectations.

We shall use the letter approach. By random.mat1ng is
(

meant that, in the case ef bisexual organiams as in our

case, any one individual cf one sex is equally likely to

mate any one individual of the opposite sex. In other

werds, the frequency of a certain type of mating is dic-

tated by chance. The term ”penmixia” is sometimes used

as a synonym of random.mating and the population is said A

to be panmictic. Finally, the generation structure of

the population is overlappigg with deaths (and births)

occurring one at a time, as opposed to non-overlapping

generations in which.mating oceurs between them (popu-

lations with seasonal life cycle).
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In the solution of the probability distribution of

the ”a“ gene we are actually dealing with a bivariate
case for we have “a“ and ”A“ types of genes. But the
difficulty, according to Faller (4) is overcome by the
assumption of a large but constant population size, for

which it is sufficient to deal with a univariate popu-

lation of a-gene only and consider the proportion of
“a“ genes as an approximately continuous variable. This

assumption greatly facilitates the mathematical theory.

If the population size were itself a random variable,

the resulting bivariate process would be extremely

difficult to handle.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

Various population models have already been con-

sidered by previous workers on the theory of the dis-

tribution of gene frequencies• Moran (ll) used both

overlapping and non-overlapping generations for a single

locus in a population of diploid individuals, with two

sexes, subject to mutation, non-random mating and phe-

notypic selection. Further, Watterson (I3) has covered

the cases for monoecious and dioecious populations, hap-

loid and diploid individuals, random and non—random

mating, cverlapping and non~overlapping genarations,

etc., subject to influenoee of mutation, selection, and

migration.
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For our oase, we deal with a large population usually
denoted by N, equal to Nl+N2, where N1 and N2 are the

I numbers of males and females, respeotively, The indi-
viduals in the population die one by one and are replaced
by others of the same sex•

we consider a single locus at which there is one of

two alleles and thus the N1 haploid individuals in the
population have one of the genotypes “a“ or “A" and N2

diploid individuals in the population have the genotypes
“aa”,

"Aa" or "AA". We suppoee that the number of these

genotypes among the male population at time t are kt, and
respectively, and similarly and st

amongst the femalee. And therefore, the numbers (kt;rt,st)
define the state of the system at time t. The only envi-
ronmental factors influenoing the population are mutation
and selection.

III. THE CASE OF OVERLAPPING GENERATIONS

I Unlike the oase of non-overlapping generations where

the entire population dies at the same time and is re-
placed by a new generation, overlapping generations deals

with the case where individuals die one by one, For our
oase, we suppose that when one individual dies, it is

replaced by one of the same sex.

T 7



Summarizing the notation, at any given time t,

in the population we have the following:

Table I —
« 2 Genotypes and Numbers of Individuals A

for Males and Famalee

Sex 2 Males 2 Females
Genotypes 2 a A 2 aa Aa AA

No. of individualsz kt NI—k%2 rt N2—rt—st st

For conveniencé we introduce random variables

I
get to time t+l, one individual dies and is replaced
by one of the same sex. Then we can find the probabi—
lity of an individual dying at time t. de consider

twe cases: random deaths and with selection.
Case I. Chosen comgletely‘gj random from_§:

Pr a dies ¤ k%/N ¤ Nläl/N
Pr AdiesPr

aa dies ¤ rt/N = N2Y%/N (3.1)

y Pr Aa dies ¤ (N2—rt—st)/N e N2(1·Yt—Zt)/N
Pr AA dies ¤ st/N ¤ N2Zt/N
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Case II. selection:
Let „L , fg , X and J be some constants auch that

Prfa dies) s et) A"/N
args dies;ePrfaa

dies? ¤ N2Y_,;(1+ß)(l+$)JY°/N (3,2)

Pr{Aa dies} == N2(l—Yt—Z,;)(l+‘K)(l+6 ) JS"/N

Pr{AA dies? ¤ N2Zt(l+$)!YVN

where Ö is a selection constent acting against all

females, and for the genotypes with in sexes, Ä is the
( selection constant against "a“ in males, /8 ie the se-·

lection constant against '*aa" in femalee, and 3/ is the

selection constant against °'Aa°' in females, and

A -s
(3. 3)

is a normalizing fraction to make the death proba°¤i··-

lities sum to unity; As a particular case, when the

effect of the "a" gene is simply additive, we might

take Ä = X, ,8: 2B, ; In general, however, we allow

that the '°a'° gene may have different effects in the

male and female individuals, md that the selection

against female aa is not necessarily twice that against

the Aa genotype. We assume that J , /8 , Y and J are of

order of magnitude O(l/N), i•;°•• (PL == °l‘/N,
F ===/gl/N,

( = I')/N, and Ö': J1/N where J,, Ä), J1 and Ö', are

constants (w„r.t.N)„ For, if it were not so, and the
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fa, etc, were constant irrespective of N, then

these selective pressures would dominate the sampling

variance in large populations and the process would be

virtually deterministic„ On the other hand, if for

example QL = O(l/N2), then its effect would be asympto-

tically negligible cempared With the sampling variance.

As with Moran°s paper (ll) we will consider the asymptotic

.behaviour of the system as N tends to infinity and we

shall always assume that NI/N2 lies between fixed non-

gero limits so that N, N1 and N2 are all of the same
order and we can always replace an expression such ae

O(l/N1) by O(l/N); With these assumptions, we have

A s 1 + Anlxt +¥n2(1-xt-zt) +/ß ngt
so éngt +Jn2(1—-rt-«—zt) +én2zt

55 l + 0(l/N) = 1 + V say, (3.4)
end also1Y‘ ¢: 1 —- V. (3.5)

Now, the union of male and female gametes will give

rise to a new individuals Sex is determined by two

chromosomes; the homogametic·type CC for the femalee

and the heterogametic type CO (or G-) for the males,

where C denotes the sex chromeseme• When the O—eggs

units with the 0—sperms, they form the male offspring•
Nhen they units with the G—spens, they form the female

offspring. Note that a son always has the father's
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0—·ohromosome• For one generation, so illustrate the
formation of sex when male mntee with the female,

äioääer
FaäeerC/egg>¤Céermé 0

Dmxghter U e non
de consider tee oaees for the development of offspum:

Gesa 1¤· .§E...„°°ß°.@.&¤2}.9;@ä?.§3£äE.@2.*2.§‘.; ams
female ggreng @2:

F

g Under this situation, the following sets of mating
probabilities are established et time tz

Prf e x eeä ¤ K1},
Pr; a 1: As; =¤ It(l—-Yt-•Z£)
Pr§axAA¥sK°Zt (3•6)

A Pr{Axee}¤ (1.··X„G)Y,°

Pr; A sc As} er (l··xt)(1··Y.b·Zt)
Pr? A x AA} ¤ (1«···X°)Zt

From the preoeding results end notihg how een is deter-

mined in mating process, ure obteinod the following table

of otfepring probabilities, oonditionel on its sex and

on the parents} genotypee:



es ( Table
II,Offspring”Conditional" Probabilities ,

) (Without Mutation)

Mating parents: SEX
s Male s Female

a x aa s asl s aazl
·a x Aa s Asi as} : Aa:% aasé
atx AA s Asl A : E Aazl

A x aa : asl s Aazl

A x Aa s A2} — as} : AA:§ Aazé
A x AA s Asl s AA:l

For convenience, we drop the subsoript t throughout the

algebraio operations for computations of probabilities,

Otherwise, the use of subseript will be retained whenever

necessary, Using results obtained in (3,6) and Table II,

the probabilities for offspring, conditional on the sex

of the dying individual are as follows:

pM(a) = XY +·&X(l4Y·Z) +
(l—X)Y + §(l—X)(l—Y¤Z)

t X e «}(l+Y~·Z) —
e éX(l··Y-·Z) + KZ + e(1-x)(1-Y-2) + (1402
¤ ·§~(l-·Y+Z)

_ pF(ee) = XY + ·é·X(l··Y···Z) =··= %X(1+Y—·Z) (3,7)
pg·(Aa) e ·§X(l-·Y·-·Z) + xz + (1-xu + g—(1-x)(1-Y-z)

e §(l+Y~Z+2XZ—2XY)

n _
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pF(Ax) e g~(1-x)(1-Y-Z) + (1-x)zewhere

in the above expreeeione, for example, the notation

pM(a) denotee the probability that an offspring of type

a ie produced by the populetion when a male dies,
The eystem can move from the etate (kt;rt,e,c) inte

one of the eight states below with their correeponding
traneition probabilitieee It can also remain in etate

(ktgrwet), but it ie not necessary to calculate expli-
citly the probability of this happeni:1g•
(i) (k,c+l;rt,s„b) §Wl(l-X)pM(a)Ä"

(11)(111)(iv)
(1%;%-1,et) -§‘;H2(1+ß)(1+ä)YpF(Aa)1§‘

(3 8)(v) (kt;rt+l,et···l) §N2(1+ö)zpF(aa)K‘ °

y (vi) p (1;,;;r,t—·l,st+l) §N2(l+ß)(l+Ö)¥pF(AA)K°
(vii) (kt;r_b,et+l) ·§‘I2(l·•·?{)(l+<S)(l—Y-Z)pF(AA)]\T'
(vii!.) (k„b;r_b,et·-l) ·i]gN2(l+J)ZpF(Aa)X"

These probabilitiee are obtained by multiplying the

conditional prohabilitiee (3•7) by the probabilitiee

of deathe in (3•2)•

Case II. j‘j_;_t_l}_ mutation:
We introduee the symbol/·~ == Pr § a —?A} ae the

probability that an "a” gene mutates to "A", and

ä = Pr § A-? a}, and aseume/M =·= /^/N, }= /‘?/N where
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/44, and ß, are constants (w,r•t.N). As in Case I, we

have the random mating probabilities (3.6), but unlike

in Case I we must allow for the probability that the

gametes from the mating parents may mutate. Then any

pair of mating genotypes could give rise to an offspring

of any genotype, with the following conditional proba-

bilities:
Table III

Offspring "Conditional'° Probabilities

~ (With Mutation)

Eating parents:a
z A z aa x Aa 2 AA

a x aa : l··-/w : /^' :(l-y¢)2:2/«(l·-/^): #2

e X Aa =t(l—·/^+}a
x AA : 2 2

8.52, =ÜA

xAaA
sc AA z 2 l~··} : 72 :2}(l-·}): (3.-·})2

Using again (3,6) and Table III, we obtain the offspring

pI—¤tab111t1ee (3,9) where terms er order o(;L/N2) am
not explicitly shown, We use a prima to danote offspring

probabilities under the pressure of selection and mutation.
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p&(a) =.- (_l+Y···Z+ ; (1-Y+z)-·/^(l+Y-2.)]

=.· §[l-·Y+Z·- ?(l·—·Y+Z)+ ,«§(l+Y-2)]
plgea) e —§[X(l+Y·-·Z)+ }(1+Y-Z)+2jX(z.—-Y)

·-g»»X( l+Y-·Z· )+0( 1/N2 (3. 9)
p%,(Aa) e «g—[1+Y—z+2x:z—-2xY- /“(l+Y-2)+ }(1-—3Y+3z)

x( 1—-2v+2z )+0( 1/N2 )]
p£,(AA) e #,5{(161)(1-·Y+z)+/»(1+Y—z)+L'y^X.(2.-Y)

.-2; (1-x+z )+2;x( 1-Y+z )+0( 1/N2 )]

Again, these are conditional on sex only. The eight ‘

possible states now will have different transition pro-

babilities es shown below:

(1)(11)
(kt—1;rt•st) ·§f=1¢l(1+„()xp,j,(A)lY‘

(111) (k,b;rt+l,s_b) §v2(1+Y)(1+Ö)(1-Y-z)p)g,(se.)!\Ö°
(iv) (ktsrt··l.et) §'N2((+F)(l+$)Ypg(Ae)Ä‘
(V) (1;t;r,c+1,st.—1) §N2(1+$)Zp§(aa)A”‘

(*10)

(V1)(viii) (kt;rt,st-1) %I‘Ié(1+Ö)Zp•(Aa)A”‘
i

We note that when there are no mutations, results (3.9)

and (3•lO) are the same es (3.7) and (3.8), respectively.
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we consider now the change in the frequency of "a”

genes in the whole population as influenced by the evo-

lutionary factors of mutation and selection. Going from
the state at time t to the possible states at time t+l
(equivalent to l/N(generations), the changes in the
genotype nnmbere would also change the genefrequenciesin

the population,w The ”a* frequency is (

·Ni:%N;(kt+2rt+N2~r£~st) ¤·Ni%äN§(kt+N2+r6—st)

eHowever,instead of discuesing this variable, we shalldefine at time t, U ¤a%+%(X»Y—Z)• As Netdüand keeping
N1/N2 constant ¤ R say, we shall eubsequently show that,
in a certain sense, X$:'U, Y¢= U2, Z¢¤(l—U)2, and then

agmnmn+
e U (4. 2)

·

Thue,
EU xr proportion of “a" when N1 ß N2

e proportion of "a” when_Nl = N2,and, in fact, the determinetion of the distribution of
U ie sufficient to completely determine, not only the
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behaviour of the true ”a“ gene frequency, but also that

of the individual ggnotype frequencies. We note the

following changes in U from time t to time t+l corres—

pending to the possible changes in states of population.

(a)er1

(b)er
Y-—>Y ·~·% U--·>U - ggü

2 2 (4.3)(c) Y--7Y + ég, Z-vz - {gg U-su + -%,2
or(a)er

Z-#*2 -·N2 ,U——*>U +·3N2
We consider now the contributions to E(Ut+l-Ut)

and E(Ut+1-Ut)2for each case above. We shall establish
( these expectations separately for selection pressure

alone, and for selection and mutation pressures combined. a
U

For the moment, the expectatiens are taken conditional

on a given state in the population at time t.

4.1 Expectatiens_ggQgg,thg influence of selection:

Uaing resuit (3.5), (3.7), (3.8), am (4.3), we
obtain the following, neglecting terms of order higher

than 0(l/N2):
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Case (e.). when ez-

N‘

e·· (4.4)

e A"

(4.5)

ceee (b). when Y—äY + §-2 or Y->Y

ee.. ääß Y(1+¥+-z+2xz·-21¤r)
4

(4.6)
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(4. 7)

Casa (c). When Y--?Y + {Q2 and2
or Y-?Y ·- and

==

ähm1+Y--2 )—Y(1-X) (1-2*+2 Y]
p

(4.8)

.2
(4,9)
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1
ceee (6.). when Z->z er2

2

e.e-

(1—x)(1-Y—z)(1-1*+2)

+ égé [24 l+Y·~Z+2XZ—·2XY )-

(4. 10)

)2·=—..-. E-äü-§N[(1-x)(1~Y—z)(1—Y+z)
+z( 1+1-2„+2XZ·-2xY)] (4. 11)

The four contributions to the expectatione can be ~
added to give

E(Ut+1-Ut) e %N6 (21-1+2-1) — é-N0(X(l···Y+Z)

.. %NßY(3·-·2X-··Y+Z) .. -:é‘·N]’(l—Y·Z)(2X+Y—Z-1) (4.12)

and
1—2:(U_b+1-Ut ) 2 .-. Tmji-i-N( l+Y··Z•·2XZ-2XY)

+ Iggi-§N[1+3Y+z+2(z-Y)(x+Y—z)\ (4.13)
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In terme of U, end making the substitutions .2;;*.-: U, 1

Y': U? end Z¢‘~«’(l—·U)2, the laet two equatione eimplify

to
1a:(um -11,) sx §$—]ägl[2(2U—»1)X ·-2Uß -¤<], (4.14)2 ¢ zu1-u,

4.2 Erpectatiene under the influence gg selectlon and
üntation:

U Ä

end (4.3). Like the previous expectatione, reeulte

obtained here involve only terms of O(l/N) end O(l/N2)

and all other higher order terme ere neglected. 2

Case (a). When X-—->X + ·f%· or X--+31 ··%·1 1
l " .

e éüfj 1-X) (1+Y·-·Z )·-X(1···Y+Z Ä

.. éüg x(1-1:+2) + -éF}(l-Y+Z) - —ä·-N+ß(1+Y-z)
(

+ -X-N[X(1—Y·•~Z)~(1—X)(1+Y—Z)] (4.16)
2 2 _

-·= (N1/9N§_N)‘_(l···X)1>j[(&)+(l+¤‘)XpBä(A)] A-·

e (4.17)
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ceee (h). When Y-nr

mut+1-Ut) e %2[Pr§ht;nt+1,et;- 1>n§ht;nt—1,et;]
e-

(1+,@)(1+5 )Yp§,(Aa)] ^"
e %E[(1-·Y-Z )X(1+Y-Z )·-Y(1+Y~Z+éXZ—2.t«IY)]

+ 1-J-2:.) ( l+i·-~Z+2XZ-2XY)
-·-Y{1-31+32}-•2X( l-2Y+2Z

2X( 1+1-2) (1-Y·-·Zi‘

- %NßY(l+Y~Z+2XZ~2J(Y)

1+1-

)-( 1-Y-z )1:( 1+1-z )] (4. 18)

n—
= (N2/9NäN) [T(1+¥)(1+6)(1—Y—Z)pg„(ee)

+ <1+,ß><1+5)xn;,(ne)]^"
n Tai'.-é-1§[(1„Y„z)x( 1+16-z )+Y(l+Y—Z+2XZ—2XY)] (4. 19)

1



Casö2 2 2
or Y-->Y ·— ggg and Z—-——>Z +

—·=

-ä-Ü-1-EQNQ [(l+Ä)Zpi,(aa)—(l+ß)(l+Ä )Yp%IAA\}_\A°‘
.·= ·]ä|:XZ(l+Y~Z)·Y(l—X)(1-·Y+Z)]

+ äüj[Z(l+Y···Z+2XZ—2XY)+2Y(l·X)(l—Y-e-Z3

•--

%Nj3Y(l·-··X)(l·-·Y+Z)

E(Ut+l••U_b)2 = (4/9Nä)[P1'§kt§Tt+l,St—lg + PI'fl~:t;I*_b·~]., 81;+1;]

·-= (4N2/9NäN)[(l+Ä)Zp}}.(aa)+(l+l6’)(l+Ü)Ypi.(AA2]·A.'
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Casa (ci). Whau 01· Z·—·—>Z ·—

·—.„
[(1-·•»Ö)Zp£,(Aa)~(l+X)(l+ö)(1-Y-·Z)pi,(AA)]-A:}

= -Q-N[z(1+Y—2+21:2-2xY)-( l··Y-·Z ) ( 1—-X) ( 14*+2 )_\

+ -é·-NÄ-z{1-3Y+3z-2x( l·-2Y+2Z)]

1 +2 ( l-Y··-Z ) ( 1-x) (1-—Y+Z Ü
x l+Y··—Z )-2X(1+2Y·-2Z )}

§»(vl·-Y-·Z ) ( l+§—-Z+2XZ·•2XY]

1-X) (1—-Y+z Ü
„. -Q)-NX

[(1-1:-2)·-Z((1+ä¤'··Z+
2Xz-2xY)] (4. 22)

+z(1+Y·-Z+2XZ—2;>C!)] (4. 23)



In the same menner es with the effect of selection

alone, we obtein the expectetions of the change in U

es the sum of the contributions from the four cases

previously developed. Thus, in terms of X, Y, end Z

**4 f" l
‘e

5··—

%’g¤‘X(l-Y+Z) (4.24)

end

E(U —-U )2 e.- T8-1%-N·(1+Y—Z+2XZ·2XY)1:+1 t hl ~
+ [l·4·3Y+Z+2(Z·Y)(X+Y*Z)}‘ (4.25)

2

In terms of U, (4.24) end (4.25) becomes

(4.26)
end

We proceed now to justify the approximations
X/.8 U, Yx U? Z¢‘~(l-U)2 used above.
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Y, APPLIGABILITY OF DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION
As before, we define Ut ¤·% +·%(X£+Y£-Zt). WeU

will consider now the expeetetione of (Xf+l-Uf+l)2,e 2 2 «„ 2 2 1
By the eid of (4§3)« the possible differences

between end U£+l are es follews:U
1 _ 2 2(e) or Xf

·· Kn U1; ye °*‘ K11 ·U«« + gu
(U) Xe+1""1:+1 “ X: ‘“’U11 "‘ E2 °" X: "‘U1; * ‘3"1T2

_ l l·· Ut *U1¤ * mv, °*‘ U: *U11 · *3112
Then, the conditionsl expectetionl of the differences is

U

‘E(Xt+l”Ut+l) ° Xt°Ut ‘

-~§NE£Pr{kt;rt+l,st-lf-Pr{k;rt-l,st+lÜ
+·%N2[Pr§kt;rt,et+l§-Pr§kt;rt,st-lä]

(5.2)

1, From now on, we distinguieh conditionel expectetions
by the symbol E, from uneonditionel expectetions
denoted by

ä
• Up gill now, only conditionel expecte-

tions heve een nee ed• 1

1
1
1

—
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Using (3.8), (5.2) becomes _

··K‘%N[(l+Y)(l+5)(1-·Y··-Z)pF(ae)·-(l+;)(l+<Y)YF(AsH
·-·K‘

·§N[(l+$)Zp§.(&a)•·(l+ß)(l+ö”)YpF(AA)]
+JS° ·ä-N-·[(l+¥)(l·•«¥ )(l·-Y··Z)pF(AA)—(l+$)¥PF(As)‘

Ignoring terms of order 0(l/N2), we get

E(X•:+l'°Ut¤I=l) (
e xt-ut + 1-x)(1+1:-2)-11(1-1:+2)]

1+1:-2 )-1:( 1+1:-2+21:2-21:1: )]

- -]3=E[XZ(l+Y-Z )··Y( l··X)(l-·Y+Z)] '

1-x) ( 1-1:+2 )-z
(6.3)

Therefore, since
Ü 2* E(X1=+1*·Uv+1 ) 2

* (’%*U+;)2
e @@1/H2) because from (6.1), we

see suse mt is er eraer o(1/11) end
squsring it will give the msgnitude of order O(l/N2).

(

(
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Then
"1l”(X~(:+1"U*¤+1)

s.—
-]ä»(xt-Ut )[X(1·-6Y-·-Z ) (1+16-2 )-Y( l+Y·Z·+2XZ-2XY)]

·— 2 ( -U ) §:z(1+Y-z)—Y(1—xf)(1„Y+z)]EUe

(5,4)

Expressinä (5.4) in terms of X end U, it becomes

= (1 + ¤(1/62) (6.6)
Let us consider now the differenoes between Yt+1

end U.?+1. Using (4.3) end the definition res Ut, ss
obtein the following possible changes from Yt-Uä:

2 2 2 __ 1 2 2 1(a) Yt+1"‘U·¤+1 "‘ Y·¤°"U1: '“ ‘§N'iU‘¤ Wä °I' Y·¤"U~c * ‘§U5_‘U1;" '9'U§_
2 __ 2 1 1(b) Yt+l°Ut+l " Y·¤"U·¤ + WQBQU1;) " UN?

2 1 1er rt- Ut - ·§-fg}-·2U,t) -» wg (5.6)
2 2 1 4wg

or Yt····U.i -· äq2(3-4Ut) ·-
4 äs Ue- äuzor22 2 2

( _ -
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Agzm, 1g¤¤1·1¤g um- (11* cmaer

1-XY (1-1:+2 Y]

(1-1:+2 Y-2( l+Y···Z+2XZ·-2XY Y]

1-1:-2) (1+1:-2 Y-1: ( 1-1:) (1-1:+2 Y]

1-XY ( 1-1:+2 Y]
·•· O(l/N2) (5.7)

Tharefore

Ya Y [(1-XY (14-Y-Z Y-x( 1-1:+2 Y]
Y[x( 1-1:-2) ( l+Y·-·Z Y-1:( l+Y···Z+2XZ··2XY Y]

(1-1:+ 2 Y]

Y [ (1-1:-2) ( 1.-XY ( 1-1:+2 Y-2( l+Y·-··Z+2XZ··2XY Y]

Y[x2( 1+1:-2Y-1:(1-xY ( 1-1:+2 Y]
Y] (1-1:-2 Y (1.+1:-2

(6.6Y



Expressihg (5•8) in terms of Y and U2, X and U, the
equation simplifies as

2 2

__ 2 2 2 2 1 2.. (1 ..

(6.9)
Taking unconditional expeotations of both sides of

(5.5) end (5.9), we have the difference equatione

(1

2 2 2 2 2(1

(5.11)
Let == At , For some n, 27 n 71 and

also for n e 2, and for any given 6 , £?O, there exists
an N6'£ such that

AN11S56 for all N 7 Nazi and all s 7 2 (5.12)
inet 1e,

ANnS-—-7 0 as N-vwunifomly for s in (2 ,e¤) for
any é>0, (5.13)



1
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To show (5.13) is true, we proceed by ccnsidering
(5.10) which can be written as

lung e (1- for any h ag
(5.14)

Now
5

(1- O as N—+c0:Ecr all £> 0,
lANn8__N;<;\ 5 (·§)2 for all s because

xeu e -§ with (when
y m:l.n(X—·U)= ·-ä·(when &Z=0,Y=1) ,

and
(

-7 0 as N--? <>¤ uniformly with s 7 O.
For, the term O(1/N2) in (5.10) ist a random variable

dependent on time. At any time, this random variable

is bounded by a certain constant of order (1/N2) and

hence 0(l/Ni) above also represents a bound uniform

in time. Hence we have proved Auns converges to zero

as N—?«¤ uniformly for e in (2 .«>¤) fer any S70.
(

Next we put Ö(Yt·-U?6)2 ¤¤ Bt and
@(Yt-U€)(2Ut·Xb)(Ut—Xt)1¤ Ct in (5.11). Then we get

For nz-g end v chosen guch that N%v is an integer,
N}/w<Nne, we have- ·

hat ·-= <¤·—¢1‘?§'gif‘,)j“’a¤„.„*/t
“"° 5.16



Now [Bl is bounded by 1, hence
3/Q

(1--1%-)N
vhs 0 as N—->=»<> and 0(1/Né)-> 0 as N—a»a<¤

Further
_%

H., go c(l__ _ä)N v-w-1\ S
72Ns[11aaI¤¤I .....................’···‘l··2/"')V

1 N [1-·(l·-2/N )]
([N8·¤¤V\GI]• gg for N > 2

N°"„}§§‘,§Sé,l°N“s—NVVv+w| ¤ 0(1/N%)+ e as N-ew

Proof:
2 2I(Y1··"1)<2“1·°%)(U1*K1)I$ IY1* ”1II 2"1”X1II “1·K1I

2IY1—“1II5E[¤—·2 IU1->¤1I]
1 2I/g

· 2 L 2

where At =-·= (1- «§)A_,;__1 + O(1/N2). Thus
Jh

V

N v ·g~
Auus-NVßv+w

“ (L" N) *°‘N“s··2N%v+w "' On/N )

¤ O(l/17%) for all w 111 (o,NV^v-1)

Hence lctls 2Aä
aThereforewe have shown that Bang ¤<mV9!‘£@S *9 z¤1°¤
es N-ewuniformly for s> v> O for 2> u >l and also

for n = 2-

I
I
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Similarly,

[ZNnS-·(l-UN¤S)2] 2-9 O as N-9¤¤by symmetry,

In particular, this means that XEQS oonverges in

mean square (m•s.) to UNZB, therefore it converges in

probability, and therefore the distribution of XNES

converges to distribution of UN2B• Also, YN28 converges

in m„s, to Uägß, therefore it converges in probability

and therefore the distribution of YÜQS converges to
distribution of Uäés, This concept of convergance is

given by Bartlett (1), We can deduce because of symmetry,

that the distribution of ZN28 converges to distribution
of (l—UN2S)2 by the same argument, And further, “true

gene frequency” and U have asymptoticqlly the same

dietribution•

I
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1
VI. JUSTIFICATION 03* THE ;¤1EEUs1o1v EQUATION 1

Consider the conditional expectation of

L»0(Ut+l'°Ut )···1] • Using the previous results we have
2e3

· 4
* ‘§?"'E(Ut+1“U-¤)3 *‘1I?"E(Ut+1"Ut)4*9

1 H zu+ 2*9
E 1 ' r"’02

2 1 2 E N 2N
" 'ä'!"'[E(Ut+1"Ut) "° E2 '§Ut(l"U1:)(Nl*H;)]

63 3·* 3*:* *3*1/N > (631)
because |H;+3_-·U1;|$me.x (ägl; äüz) and so

E(U_t+l····U_t)3 = O(l/N3), BUG; WB WTÜTÜS (6.1) 88

2
E eE

<6„2>
where
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awt) a44

a (6.2) becomes
awtgt)

V 4 (6.3)

Now, 1e: @(6,1:) -•-£[.,°U*] a m.g.r. er Ut. Than
(fN( and

}] .. ggjunze]

(6.4)
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mvadmg both Sidßs of (6-4) by (1/N2), we get
2 ·¥ 2 - „ 2

(6.5)
Now_

)& [U

M
(zxrhaäß/-. (ZÜIZS)

(6.6)

Similarly
2

2 oU 2 2 2 •· 2-g-6[¤ N
(6.7)
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Finally
GU uU 3

2„lo|6N( ,N s) s1nee|Ul,s\< 1.

-7 0 as N-·> ¢~> (6.8)

because £\WN(¤,N2s)\$‘( Ö[WN(¤·,N2s)2]

-+0 as N-·* °°
as weghave shown th.t .all terms in WN(&,N2s) converge

to zero 111 m.s. sense. This point will be taken up

again following (6,1],),

Suppose now §•„(¢*,N2s)-7 ¢(¢,s) as N—>•¤ and

9)1(‘.N2¤+l) aa :N(‘•N2¤)_’ Bzgvlgg
(1/N > °‘

Then
B 0 1 1 3 1 1 ,g 6

I ’ y )1
1 a’ 61 ( .§(„'.. .§1'; .....%(6.S«.a)

2 2.a 2 H N 8!(*Is} 3 {füge)
"

§‘['§('Nl"' NEM an " 36* ]
(6.9)

i _
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Suppose q(9,e) is e m.g.f. of UNQS as N->·¤ with
61st1·1tut16¤ 1‘(u,s),1.6.(

Y Substituting into (6.9) and integrating by parts (see

6.8. CL3) J we find that

.-ä§§*-afl .-. -ggg.-[..41..)-Bä?l„§Ll*-·-@)_\ — um EQSL-3-·5-L (6.10)
and if f(_11,s.) ¤ , then

Q(6.11)

Now, we need to show that L[WN(L9,N2s)]2—-7 0
as N-—>.¤ . More strictly, Watterson 1.13) has shown
that all the above essumptione are juetified in this case
if?) H 9 l< H<2 9Z ÜVN(°.N2¤) ]2-? 0 es N-? ee uniformly
for e >g for all 270). In (6.2), wN(c,t) is
expressed as a difference between exact and approximate

(i.e. X replaced by U, etc.) moments of For

t ¤ Hps (11;%) we have shown in section 5 that Xgus,

YNIIS, 21,,;.8 converge in m.s. to UNns, Uänß, (l··UNnS)2,
respectively, and hence functions of the former will
converge in m.s. to functions cf the latter; in parti-

cular therefore @ [_'WH(¤,N2s)] g-9 0 as N-? 6¤ .
L
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VII. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION AND ITS SOLUTION

Let UNQS have a distribution FN(u,s). Under the
assumptions we have already verified,

FN(u,s)———=>F(u,s) as N——*>·=>° (

and if f(u,s) , then

-·§·§¤%- 0”<u<l (7.1)
vie have justified this type of eqjuation in the previous

section; for our oase, a(u) and b(u) are defined in

(6.2). This egjuation, known also as '•Fokker-Planck

equation" is mostly used in diffusion processes. It

has been studiad extensively by Faller (4) and various

forms of solutions were disoussed by Bharucha-Reid (2),

Kimura (8), Li (10), Moran (11,12), Watterson (13),

aha. weight (14).
To solve (7.1) for f(u,s), we assume first that

s is so large that a stationary distribution has been

attained; i.e. we find == f(u) sgy, We can

write (6.10) as

As u——> 1-0,

= ·-ééé-Pr( Uéé 11} = ·—§·é·Pr€US<u} for u < 1
—-9··-§§P1•{U<l} = —-Qé-;=2- = O if there is

mutatiom

wlämoäg ]···· b(u)f(u,s)( = O for all s. (7.,3)

e
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In particular, when “s =·-=¤¤“. This is a boundary con-

dition on I•‘okker—P1anck equation. If there is no

mutation, no boundary condition is needed [Faller (4)] ,

apart from the requirement that the solution must be

consistent at s ¤ 0 with an assumed given initial

distribution.
Similarly, as u·—7O + 0
b(¤)f(¤.<>°) =·]+ O (7.4)

With mutation, there ie no probability that

US = 0 nor US = I. Then f(u,s) really is a density

function, thus ff(u,e)du ¤ 1.‘

Equating ·-95-é to zero, the first integral of (7.1)

becomes 6. <v.6>
the conetant of integration being zero in view of the

boundary conditions (7.3). According to Li (10),
b(u)f represents the portion of the distribution that

tende to be carried past a given value of u by the

syetematic pressure b(u) in each generation. Li further

added that since the distribution is etationary,

é . S-[gl-•— äü- u(l-u)f

must be the portion of the distribution which tends to

be scattered away :Ln oppoeite direction by the random

deviations in each generation.
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Te facilitate the second integration, ws rewrite

(7.5) as follows:

·E%ä-(-[a(u)f] ¤== ·-ä·ü[—a(u)f]

Integratixlä (7.6) gives
A

f(u) = Oa°°l(u)exp{ 2fg(x)a°"l(x)dx} , O <u <l (7.7)
whenre the constant C is ohosen to make ff(u)du = l.
This solution was first used by Wright (llt). For our

case, we get

f(u) = Cucl
“l(l··—u)Cl

élexpg-13¢C]_((2)'”··-/6')u‘2—(2a"+«C')u]§
’ (7.6)
where Cl e . This solution is similar
in form to results found by Kimura (8), Moran (11,120,

and Watterson (13).

We observe that
5,,

a measure of the selection
acting against females as e. whole, has asymptotically

no effect. Presumably as this acts for all female

genotypes, the individual gene frequenoies are unaffected.

If the condition that female number N2 be constant had
been dropped from our initial model, of course selection

against females would have an effect.
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The effects of mutaticn end selection can be dis—··

cussed seggnrately since f(u) is so factorized in (7,8),

Before doing so, we note that the effect of sex-ratio,

R, is to multiply the effects of mutation end selection,

As Cl=-—---·-?·-1;·{···-·-··-··-, w:„'.th0< R<¤<> hasamexmmat
(R-+1)(s+2) M

R =1/E , this sex·—~ratio :1) produces the

greatest megnificaticn of environmental effects,

Special Cases:
1, $831111167/7 0,//>O, mutation is pesent,

1(a), If there is no selection, Ä aß/e Y/= C,

Then , ,C17 +-1 017*-1fin) ¤ Gu (Zu-u) ow. <1 (*2,9)
repreents e beta density with C s l ,

The expected value for the proportion of '*a'*

genes in the population is thenG1}! an 7/"’fr7"‘”°-i'?. #’+ 7*
which is independent of the sex-ratio R, However,

the meinitudes of R and 7', fol do effect the shape
of the distribution, For example when C17 /< 1,

CIM2l the density function is bimodal(Fig,l),



I
I
I

f(u)

Fig, l. ··· Distribution (7•9Ö• with l,
Cl/'·,<

l

O u 1

Fig. 2. ·· matmbution (7.9), with 1, cf') 1

I
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This implies that when mntation is small, one '
or other gene will tend to dominate the popu-

lation. Another way of looking at this, is

1 follows: Cl( will hold when
< , 1.6. R2+(3·-9})R+2 > 0.

The letter will be true when
l —i§-Q<37’<1,+^l-_§—-

irrespective of H or, if gl is not within this
interval, when

B, Re V 1- 2-8.
In these cases :E(u) will have an infinite mode

at u = O•

Similar conclusicns concerning i’(u) at u = l
with respect to the relationship of R and /x,C3&I1

be made,
On the cther hand, when 1, Cl}¢,> 1,

we see that f(u) has a single mode with (0,1),

(Fig. 2). The higher ef is eompared to/M', the

more will the density become concentrated near

u = 1. In other words, high mutation rates
from A to e will tend to produce asymptotic

prepcnderance of a in the population.
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l(b)„ If there is selection against a but with no

dominance (i•e• Aa is midway between aa, AA in

eelective advantage), then
,6,: 2X! and;/> 0, <=¢'> O,

From (7•8)
I I

f(u)(7.10)
end the same general conclusions as in l(a) can

be made except that the exponential factor has

an increasingly negative exponent as u-9 l and

shifts the concentration of the density towards

u == O• Of interest in this case, is the fact

that the selection in malee
(el,)

is only half

as important as in females (Y') for a single
•*a" gene. However, if selection in males acts

in the opposite direction to that in females, the

consequences of selection are not so marked. In

particular when A/¤ ·-23’/,
f(u) reduces to the

beta density in l(a) obtained with no selection•

l(c), The effect of dominence, F}! 2Y/, can be likewise

investigated• For example, if the selection acts

on the phenotypes, and phenotypically Aa, aa are

indistinguishable, then ,6/:// and the exponent

in (7•8) becomes

n



If JI, ,5/ are positive then we see this exponent

to be negative since u>u2. This implies that

as in l(b), the exponential factor has an in-

creasingly negative exponent as u~—-> 1 and the

concentration of the density would be towards

O. On the other hand, if Al, ,6/ are negative,

then the exponent in (7,8) is positive and the

same oonclusion would be made as in the case

of positive exponent in l(a).

2. when mutation is absent, the above theory does not

hold. In particular, because of random fluctuations

the boundaries u == O or u a l will sometimes be reached

and the population well remain unchanged thereafter.

This is called **fixatvion2'1. The limiting f(u) is now

of no interest since
gä-&P=l’==

O for O<u < l. What

is of interest, however, is the probability of ultimate

fixation at U ¤ l say, and also the time rate for

fixation to be aohievech Let

G(p,s) = Pr{UNgS == 1} , where p = UO = %+%(X°+YO—-ZG),

be the distribution function for the absorption time

s at state U = l. Then Kimxra (8) has shown that

—ä-G-§-§-*-gl ·= —]je(1¤)§;%- + '¤(p) ··-äg-·— (7.11)
with boundary conditions G(O,s) == O, G(l,s) = 1.

The limiting eas G·(p,<>¤) is the probability of ever



being absorbed in state U ¤ 1, which satiefies

ga<a> gg + am gg - o <v.12>
with boundary conditions G(O+,¤¤) ¤ 0, G(l··,¤¢>) = 1.

In our case with
2 N 2N

8(P)19(P) *= %P(l*•P)[2(2P*l)x’•··2Pf,*•¢{’] .
.*1 I I I (r -s[—‘§+§N-] U2! -,4 >;¤2-<2Y +·< >p1

te 1 2 dpG’(P•°N°> = ‘-l N ·
y' —·3[·§ ++§N~] [(2V ··ß')p2·—(2¥'+ ¤¢')p]

8 l 2 dp0
(7.13)

In particular, when there is no selection,

(J'==ß'== b"= O), the solution reduces to

Prfültimete absorptien in state U = 1}
k 1* s°*“ G(P•°°) = P "‘ l"‘l[——N?·+··-9·“—9·] (7.14)g E E N1 N2 N2

Kimura (8) has found the smallest eigenvalue of the
diffusion equation, which in our case becomes

'
I , I2 -·-4+ßc

‘— -<„¢+,4>cl2
*· + aj 1 + 1aL—‘—a—-D—_1+ 121-—-—-a——··-1

—·<·¢'+ß”>¤1 3 -(.<'-«,4’)c,_ 4

(v.1s>



where 2__ 1 1 2 · 2

1 .2 3
N33

2 5l 2 •% 4
K N an •• cl4 23•53•7. 5 ·7 •ll °

I I

wild d == ---———··--2ä—ß,
cl ·•-ß 4 4

This means, that the leading term in the eigen

function expansion of. f(u,s) is of the form

(function of u)6
with other terms being of a similar form but having

4 higher values of 1 . (However, since Ä, is the

smallest value, it determines the asymptotic rate

of change in the population distribution. If there

is no selection, then Ä, == ä-Zi- which is smallest

when R = {2- , giving the showest rate of
evolutiontowardsfixation.
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VIII, SUMHARY W

The density function f(u) for the ”a“ gene

frequency is found by applying Wright's diffusion

theory (14), It is similar in form to results

found by Kimura (8), Moran (11,12), and Watterson (13),

Results show that cf/, a meesure of the selection

acting against females as a whole, has asymntotically

no effect, Presumably the gene frequencies are

unaffected when.
6,

acts for all female genotypes,

On the other hand, the sem—ratio R =V2 is found to

mnltiply the effects of mutation and selection,

When selection ie absent, f(u) becomes a beta

density functicn, The diffusion theory does not

hold when mutaticn is abeent, However, in this

case,‘the probability of ultimate fixation and also

the time rate for fixation to be achieved are found

following results given by Kimura (8),

W
—
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ABSTRACT 4
The genetical theory of evolution is best

understood by e knowledge of the distribution of

gene frequencieee The sequence of changes in genes,

primarily due to effects of mmtation, selection,

migration, and many other environmental influences,

would also gradually change gene frequencies after

a long period of time. The distribution of gene

frequencies is determined by application of theories

n of probability and mathemetios. In particular,

Wright's diffusion theory (14) end erly works of

Fisher (6,7) and Kolmegorov (9) play a central role.

The aim of this thesis is to discover the

evolutionary significance of mutation, selection,

and random.mating in the case cf sexelinked factors

when the generation structure of the population is

overlapping. To facilitate the application of

mathematical theory, we aesume the population size

at any time is large and constant denoted by N.

instead of discussing the individual genotype

frequencies, we introduce a properly defined random

variable U, approximetely the proportion of “a“ genes

in the population• ”The first and second mements of
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the change in U during the birth-death event are
obtained. For the diffueion process to work out,

L

we let the time be a function of N, and by moment
generating functions the diffusion equation (or
Fokker-·Planck equation) ie justified when N tends
to infinity, · Following methods of solution given

by Barucha-·Reid (2), KimU.1‘a. (8), Li (10), Moran (11,12),

Watterson (13), and Wright (14), the density function ^

for the ”a'* gene f1•equ.ency is obtained.
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